
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Eco-friendly: Improving your IELTS response 
 
Read the example and think about how to improve it. 

I think that I am not an environmentally friendly person. I neither save water when I take shower nor save 
electricity, but I always feel that I should concern more about the environment. Therefore, I would like to 
indicate three things which help us to be environmentally friendly in order to leave clean earth for the 
bright future. First, we should gradually stop using cars which exhaust greenhouse gas and introduce cars 
which use Hydrogen instead of using gasoline. It is extremely friendly to the environment because, they 
don’t exhaust any greenhouse gas. Second, We’d better install renewable energy sources such as water 
power, wind power or solar power. We have spent too much energy on the earth since the industrial 
revolution began in twenty century all over the world. It’s time to urgently reduce consumption of last 
resources. Therefore, it is necessary to install renewable energy sources to continue our productive life. 
Third, we need to stop burning waste. all we have to do is promote "The three Rs" consist of "reuse, 
reduce recycle". This term shows how we should act on the environment with waste management. In 
conclusion, The idea "the three Rs" is the most easy way to be environmental friendly because, we don't 
even have to install any equipment to follow this idea. It is not easy to concern about the environment 
without the explanations of the importance but, the environmental issue is relied on us, human beings. 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

Providing examples 
Alternative ways to say have to: should, need to, must 
water I use 
electricity I consume 
indicate (hinting) – propose (ideas) 
Exhausts - omits 
 
I do not think I am an environmentally friendly person. Although I do not take baths, I also forget to 
consider the amount of water I use when taking shower. Another clear example of how I am not eco-
friendly is the amount of electricity I consume as I often forget to turn my electrical devices off. I always 
feel guilty about this and recognize that I should be more concerned about our precious environment and 
be more proactive in my actions.  
 
I would like to propose three ideas to help us become more environmentally friendly in order to leave our 
Earth cleaner and allow our children to have a brighter future. First, we should gradually stop using cars 
which run on petrol and result in carbon dioxide fumes being omitted into the atmosphere. Instead, we 
need to introduce vehicles which run on the more eco-friendly hydrogen fuel as it does not release any 
greenhouse gases. Second, we have to use more renewable energy sources such as water power, wind 
power or solar power. Since the industrial revolution, we have used too much and still keep using fossil 
fuels to generate our energy needs. It is time to urgently reduce our consumption of these old resources. 
By using renewable energy sources, cleaner energy can be used in our homes to continue our comfortable 
lifestyles. Finally, we have to stop burning waste as this is also affecting the atmosphere. By promoting  the 
Three R’s: reuse, reduce and recycle, the government should improve the methods of waste management. 
Unfortunately, we still use incinerators on an industrial scale. It is not going to be easy to resolve the 
environmental issues but we are responsible for this situation and we must make changes so that future 
generations can enjoy their clean Earth. 
 



 

                                                                                                                     

 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
 
I would like to propose / three ideas to help us become more environmentally friendly / in order to leave 
our Earth cleaner / and allow our children to have a brighter future. // First, / we should gradually stop 
using cars / which run on petrol / and result in carbon dioxide fumes being omitted into the atmosphere. // 
Instead, / we need to introduce vehicles / which run on the more eco-friendly hydrogen fuel / as it does 
not release any greenhouse gases. // Second, / we have to use more renewable energy sources / such as 
water power,/  wind power / or solar power. // Since the industrial revolution, / we have used too much / 
and still keep using / fossil fuels to generate our energy needs. //  It is time / to urgently reduce our 
consumption of these old resources. // By using renewable energy sources, / cleaner energy can be used in 
our homes / to continue our comfortable lifestyles. // Finally,/  we have to stop burning waste / as this is 
also affecting the atmosphere. // By promoting  the Three R’s: / reuse, reduce and recycle, / the 
government should improve the methods of waste management. // Unfortunately, / we still use 
incinerators on an industrial scale. // It is not going to be easy / to resolve the environmental issues / but 
we are responsible for this situation / and we must make changes / so that future generations can enjoy 
their clean Earth.// 
 


